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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Categories: Chris rachel nina Press 

Just to let you know I am still alive - this was sent on receiving a copy letter from Horsley that I could not have 

Lesley [~---iC-0_~.-~.-.~--i as a witness. He has received some pretty cryptic e mails since then and at the moment I 

think I am winning - he has certainly received "some food for thought" Hope all is well and please do not convey 

this elsewhere. Best wishes. Gillian 

From: Gillian Mackenzie []]]]]]]]]]]]]~_~-_~]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] 
Sent: 04 September 2010 15:14 

TO: ’john.whitei]--.].~_O.]~-~.]--.]] 
Subject: Hr. Horsley 

I am almost speechless. Mrs. Lack or whatever she calls herself was not only present at Haslar but also at 

Gosport. The complaints against Gosport were prepared (her writing) and myself four days prior to death. We both 

lived in the Gosport Hospital from 17 - 21 August 1998. [..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..~6-~-~i-e..~-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..-..i 

Code A                                                  i 
Code A ~ls Mr. Horsley aware that all my ........................................................................................................................................................................... ! 

complaints against the police for investigation failures have been upheld. Has he seen the medical experts 

opinions. The treatment my mother received at the Glen Heathers Residential home was a matter of investigation 

by Social Services - called in by the medical authorities at Haslar. HAS Horsley bothered to read my 

statement March 6 2000 - Is he aware of the original statement of April 1999 which has never been admitted by 

the police but was the foundation statement under lock and key for years until I went over the head of the Chief 

Constable. Is he aware of my mother’s dementia partly due to the fact that her hearing aid and glasses had been 

lost at Glen Heathers and my sister - a. Matron" of g--knows how many Nursing homes accepted the explanation 

that residents over 85 could not get replacements on the NHS - my mother had enough in the bank to purchase her 

own. This came up at the assessment carried out by Dr. Reid prior to transfer to Gosport. Reid should be on the 

stand as well - also Dr. Banks who took my mother off Haloperidol at Glen Heathers and prescribed burning 

lavender oil to help sleeping at night. The Haloperidol and Trazadon had been prescribed by the Lee on Solent GP as 

my mother had been found in the downstairs kitchen one night when she should have been asleep. She had walked 

past the Nursing desk as the night staff were busy watching television - from then on she was dosed up with 

haloperidol for a good night’s sleep. My sister agreed - you should know the effects of Haloperidol on an elderly 

brain at night and Trazadon by day to perk her up. The effect was to cause 17 falls during a 6 month period ending 

up with a fractured neck of femur =- once more ignored for over 10 hours before transfer t oHaslar. My sister did 

not raise a peep until Haslar insisted an investigation. Has Horsley read the GMC findings. Is he aware that the 

Deputy Chief Constable and Williams would not allow me to make a further statement when I discovered Lack had 

not mentioned the two repeat two injections given by Beed ( not written up on file - I had told the Acting Supt. In 

the third investigation that it would be more appropriate for Lack to comment on Beeds actions. The massive 

haematoma for the syringe driver was also not written up and this was the diagnosis by Beed. Barton admitted that 

she did not look at the X ray. We also have the non existent pneumonia - Lack witnessed that as well as myself I 

queried Beed - when he told us mother was dying and we had both stated to Barton the day before that Haslar 

wanted her back. Beed confirmed it was possible she would die in the ambulance and I agreed in that case to the 

syringe driver as we were told she was dying. In the event she lasted another 4 days with medication ( NMC state it 

was a low dose 40 - 200) If anyone likes to read the GMC transcript you will see the remarks about that. Both 

discharge letters from Haslar state mobile and weight bearing - the hip operation was healed 2 tablets of co- 

codomol PRN Has anyone bothered to look at the Haslar file 2.5 diamorphine was only used there on the day of the 

op. Really John are you treating this as a criminal case or not - if not I will take the case myself or go 

elsewhere. Look up Regina v Jordan. I can attempt to get the opinion of a Consultant from the Maudesley and 
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Broadmoor for an opinion on a mixture of neuroleptics and tryclic drugs. G help Horsley - I am fed up with all this 

nonsense of experts who do not seem to know their a--from their e ..... Are you sure you can handle me - GMM 


